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Abstract

JWST/Mid-Infrared Instrument imaging of the nearby galaxies IC 5332, NGC 628, NGC 1365, and NGC 7496
from PHANGS reveals a richness of gas structures that in each case form a quasi-regular network of interconnected
filaments, shells, and voids. We examine whether this multiscale network of structure is consistent with the
fragmentation of the gas disk through gravitational instability. We use FilFinder to detect the web of filamentary
features in each galaxy and determine their characteristic radial and azimuthal spacings. These spacings are then
compared to estimates of the most Toomre-unstable length (a few kiloparsecs), the turbulent Jeans length (a few
hundred parsecs), and the disk scale height (tens of parsecs) reconstructed using PHANGS–Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array observations of the molecular gas as a dynamical tracer. Our analysis of the four
galaxies targeted in this work indicates that Jeans-scale structure is pervasive. Future work will be essential for
determining how the structure observed in gas disks impacts not only the rate and location of star formation but
also how stellar feedback interacts positively or negatively with the surrounding multiphase gas reservoir.
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Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Interstellar medium (847); Spiral galaxies (1560); Barred spiral galaxies
(136); Gravitational instability (668); Star formation (1569)

1. Introduction

JWST Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) imaging of nearby
galaxies offers an unprecedented high-resolution, high-sensi-
tivity view of the structure and organization of the interstellar
medium (ISM) out of which new stars form. The emission from
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) captured in the 7.7
and 11.3 μm bands, in particular, is used not only as a tracer of
star formation (e.g., Kennicutt et al. 2009; Calzetti et al. 2010)
but also of molecular gas (e.g., Regan et al. 2006; Crocker et al.
2013; Chown et al. 2021; Leroy et al. 2021a; and see Lee et al.
2023; Leroy et al. 2023a; Sandstrom et al. 2023). Indeed, these
small complex molecules probe the UV radiation sources
responsible for their excitation (Draine et al. 2021). Away from
these sources, PAHs act as exceptional tracers of the cold dense
gas phase thanks to a strong dynamical coupling through drag
forces (Draine 2004).

One of the striking aspects of the new images is that they
sharpen and extend our view of gas morphology traced by CO
(see also Leroy et al. 2023a), revealing the presence of an
unambiguous network of highly structured features—consist-
ing of filaments, shells, and voids—across multiple scales (see
Figures 1 and 2). In some regions, this web of features appears
built from individual or overlapping shells and bubbles where
recent star formation has had a visible influence on the local
gas morphology (Barnes et al. 2023; Watkins et al. 2023), and,
as shown by Watkins et al. (2023), the JWST/MIRI imaging
exhibit bubbles ranging in size from tens to hundreds of
parsecs. As we will show here (see also Thilker et al. 2023),
connecting and underlying these bubbles there is a more
extended and highly regular, quasi-periodic pattern of filamen-
tary features that exhibit similar lengths, widths, spacings, and
orientations. These filaments range in size from ∼50 pc to
1 kpc or longer. In the case of NGC 628, these narrow features
are so extended that they traverse the distance between the two
prominent spiral arms more clearly than has been observed
with any other high-resolution ISM tracer.

In the Milky Way (MW), filamentary features have been
observed over an enormous range of spatial scales, from
several hundreds of parsecs all the way down to 0.01 pc. There
are a number of theories for their formation on various scales
(see review by Hacar et al. 2022). The set of “giant filaments”
often linked to the MW’s spiral arms and midplane (e.g., Ragan
et al. 2014; Abreu-Vicente et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2015;
Zucker et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016; Veena et al. 2021; see also
Colombo et al. 2021; Soler et al. 2022) are most closely
analogous to the extragalactic filaments observed with JWST.
The filaments in Figures 1 and 2, however, are markedly
ubiquitous, present within and between spiral arms, at small
and large galactocentric radii, and in galaxies with diverse star
formation rates, masses, gas contents and morphologies (see
Table 1; Lee et al. 2023).

A possible clue to the origin of the multiscale web structure
observed in extragalactic targets is that the interarm features in
NGC 628, which trace back toward the arms, match identically
onto the regular spur and feather features observed in CO
emission or dust extinction in the vicinity of the arms
(La Vigne et al. 2006; see also Thilker et al. 2023;
Williams et al. 2022). The correspondence with the feathers

cataloged by La Vigne et al. (2006) is striking. As examined in
that study, the emergence of such gas structures is thought to be
highly sensitive to the magneto-hydrodynamics of gas flow in a
spiral potential (e.g., Wada & Koda 2004; Dobbs &
Bonnell 2006; Kim & Ostriker 2006; and see Mandowara
et al. 2022).
At a more basic level, the formation of filamentary features

also seems tied to the fundamental process of disk fragmenta-
tion mediated by the interplay between gas self-gravity,
galactic rotation, and turbulent gas pressure. This might also
be expected to generate a quasi-periodic/semi-regular pattern
(Toomre 1964; Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965; Meidt 2022;
see also Henshaw et al. 2020; Utreras et al. 2020) similar to
what is observed. An example is given by the MIRI imaging of
the molecule-poor galaxy IC 5332, which lacks a strong
underlying large-scale pattern and is only weakly forming
massive stars, but nonetheless exhibits a filamentary network
that bears a striking resemblance to the web in NGC 628. It is
also morphologically similar to the cold gas in the simulation of
multiphase disk fragmentation studied by Wada & Norman
(1999). More recent simulations have demonstrated the
important role of differential rotation, which stretches and
elongates overdensities, in the formation of long filaments
(Smith et al. 2014; Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs 2017; Smith et al.
2020).
The MIRI observations of the barred galaxies NGC 1365 and

NGC 7496 offer further insight into the formation/nature of
filamentary web structures. In both cases, elongated ring-like
features several kiloparsecs in diameter centered on each
galaxy’s center are observed, although the structures in the bar
in NGC 1365 are far more spatially coherent and regularly
spaced than in NGC 7496. Considering that the latter’s bar
contains more plentiful star formation activity, the remarkable
coherence of NGC 1365ʼs elongated features seems to owe as
much to the absence of strong star formation in the bar region
as to the strength of motion in the galactic potential.
In this paper we measure the spacing of features in the dusty

webs of NGC 628, IC 5332, NGC 1365, and NGC 7496
imaged by PHANGS with JWST/MIRI and examine whether
they are consistent with empirical estimates of the Toomre
length, the turbulent Jeans length, and the disk scale height
constructed using PHANGS–Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-
millimeter Array (ALMA) CO(2–1) observations of each
galaxy (Leroy et al. 2021b). The first two lengths represent
predictions for the sizes of fragments formed through
gravitational instability in rotating disks (Toomre 1964;
Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965; Elmegreen 1987; Kim &
Ostriker 2006; Meidt 2022), while the disk scale height is a
naturally imposed length scale for the system that delimits a
boundary for the expansion of feedback-driven bubbles (e.g.,
Mac Low & McCray 1988; Kim et al. 2017; Fielding et al.
2018; Orr et al. 2022). The basic approach adopted in this work
can serve as a basis for future efforts to study the properties of
extragalactic filamentary structures and quantify the interplay
between star formation feedback and galaxy dynamics in
shaping the cold gas reservoir over time.
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2. The Data

2.1. PHANGS–JWST Imaging

In this paper we study the first four targets observed to date
as part of the PHANGS–JWST Cycle 1 treasury project (ID
02107): IC 5332, NGC 628, NGC 1365, and NGC 7496 (Lee
et al. 2023). IC 5332 is a flocculent dwarf spiral, NGC 628 is
a moderate-mass, grand design spiral, NGC 1365 is a
massive, strongly barred spiral galaxy, and NGC 7496 is a
moderate-mass, barred spiral (Lee et al. 2023).

Our focus for this pilot study is on MIRI F1130W imaging
(0 36 FWHM resolution) where the sensitivity to low
column densities is highest (Leroy et al. 2023b). Images
show exceptional sensitivity to spatially extended filamentary
features of interest in this work (see Figures 1 and 2). This

band also shows a tight empirical correlation with the CO
emission in these four targets which may indicate that the
PAH emission in this band is a sensitive tracer of multiple gas
phases (Leroy et al. 2023a). These data were processed
together with the suite of Near Infrared Camera (F200W,
F300M, F335M, and F360M) and MIRI (F770W, F1000W,
F1130W, and F2100W) imaging obtained for each target (see
Lee et al. 2023). The field of view in each case overlaps
existing coverage from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST;
Lee et al. 2022), Very Large Telescope-Multi Unit Spectro-
scopic Explorer (MUSE; Emsellem et al. 2022), and ALMA
(Leroy et al. 2021a) assembled by the PHANGS survey.
Table 1 lists a number of relevant properties for the four

target galaxies (see also Lee et al. 2023). We note here that,

Figure 1. JWST/MIRI 11.3 μm images (top) and FilFinder masks (bottom; see Section 3.1.1) for two PHANGS–JWST targets, NGC 0628 (left) and IC 5332 (right).
The MIRI images are displayed on a asinh stretch. The physical scale is indicated by a white bar in the top panels, while the red ellipses in the bottom panels
positioned at a galactocentric radius R = 2 kpc markthe orientation of elliptical annuli in the azimuthal spacings of the filaments identified in these two galaxies.
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at the distances of our targets, 0 36 corresponds to
16–34 pc.

2.2. PHANGS–ALMA

We use PHANGS–ALMA CO(2–1) (Leroy et al.
2021b, 2021a) as our primary tracer of the dynamics of the
gas, its global rotation, turbulent velocity dispersion, and mass
surface density. These are necessary inputs for estimating the
Jeans length and the Toomre length (see Section 3.2)
throughout the gas disk. Although it may be a promising area
in the future, CO is not employed in this work as a tracer of the
properties of individual dusty filaments.

In three of the four targets, the gas disk covered by the MIRI
imaging is dominated by the molecular gas traced by CO. In
NGC 628, the azimuthally averaged molecular gas mass
fraction is >70% over the MIRI field of view using the atomic
gas traced by resolved H I observations available for NGC 628
(see Sun et al. 2022). A similar fraction of the inner ISM is
molecular in NGC 7496, and this raises to almost 90% across
the targeted field of view in NGC 1365, adopting a representa-
tive H I surface density of 10 Me pc−2 (Bigiel & Blitz 2012).
For these three targets, we can thus directly leverage the gas

properties measured by PHANGS–ALMA. In the case of the
molecule-poor galaxy IC 5332 we estimate that the ISM is
roughly 10% molecular, and thus we supplement CO
constraints with additional information, as described more
below.
For NGC 628, NGC 1365, and NGC 7496, we adopt the

rotation curve measured from the CO velocity field by Lang
et al. (2020) as our estimate of the circular velocity, Vc. For
IC 5332, we use the semiempirical rotation-curve model
implied by this galaxy’s stellar mass (see Leroy et al. 2021a),
following Meidt et al. (2018). Each rotation curve is
interpolated onto a finer radial grid so that each pixel (and
resolution element) in the JWST map has an estimate of the
circular velocity, Vc, associated with it. This approach may lead
to misestimation of Vc where strong noncircular motions are
present and contribute to the measured rotation curve (within
the barred regions of NGC 1365 and NGC 7496, for example).
The result is that the Toomre length may be underestimated at
these radii (see Section 3.2).
For the gas properties (velocity dispersion and surface

density), where possible we adopt the values tabulated for the
molecular gas in the PHANGS mega-tables recently presented

Figure 2. JWST/MIRI 11.3 μm images (top) and FilFinder masks (bottom; see Section 3.1.1) for two PHANGS–JWST targets, NGC 1365 (left) and NGC 7496
(right). The MIRI images are displayed on a asinh stretch. The physical scale is indicated by a white bar in the top panels, while the red lines in the bottom panels
illustrate the orientation of one of the segments along which radial spacings are measured in these two galaxies (deprojected).
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by Sun et al. (2022). Our interest is in approximating the Jeans
and Toomre lengths in the gas initially, prior to fragmentation.
We therefore adopt the “large-scale” area-weighted average
molecular gas surface density, measured in 1 kpc hexagonal
apertures, for NGC 628, NGC 1365, and NGC 7496. In a given
hex aperture, these values are calculated from the total flux
traced in the 12m+7m+tp CO(2–1) 150 pc-scale integrated
intensity (moment-0) map within the hex boundary, divided by
the area of the aperture. (See Sun et al. 2022, for the adopted
conversion factor αCO and other details.) For IC 5332, the flux
recovery is considerably higher in the 7m+tp CO(2–1) cube
(compared to the 12m+7m+tp cube), and so we construct our
“large-scale” area-weighted molecular surface densities from
the 7m+tp moment-0 map convolved to 1.5 kpc resolution,
sampling the convolved map at the center of each hex aperture.
We then apply an αCO appropriate for each aperture following
the prescription of Sun et al. (2022).

As a best approximation for the initial velocity dispersion in
the cold gas, where possible we select the average cloud-scale
velocity dispersion in each hexagonal aperture (as opposed to a
larger scale measure, which would likely reflect unresolved
galactic motion). This assumes that principal fragmentation
happens at/near the cloud scale rather than above it; any scale-
dependent evolution in turbulent velocity dispersion is assumed
to occur below the cloud scale, e.g., where it can lead to
secondary fragmentation and eventually lead to star formation.
An alternative choice would be to adopt a single value
representative of the neutral gas as a whole, e.g., σgas≈ 11 km
s−1, following Leroy et al. (2008) and others. We comment on
the impact of this choice later in Section 4.

As our fiducial estimate of the molecular gas velocity
dispersion in each aperture, we choose the average velocity
dispersion measured specifically on 150 pc scales from the 12m
+7m+tp CO(2–1) cubes for NGC 628, NGC 1365, and NGC
7496 (see Sun et al. 2022 for details). This allows us to
consider the same physical scale in all galaxies at the highest
resolution possible (given the distance of the most distant target

studied here). For IC 5332, we expect the velocity dispersion
measured from the 7m+tp moment-2 map at 1.5 kpc resolution
to contain unresolved bulk motion. We therefore select the
minimum velocity dispersion σ= 1.25 km s−1 as a realistic
upper bound on the velocity dispersion in the molecular gas at
all locations in the map of IC 5332.
In all four targets, we use these measurements of the

molecular gas surface density and velocity dispersion as our
estimates of total gas surface density and velocity dispersion,
but also explore the addition of an atomic gas component in the
case of the molecule-poor galaxy IC 5332 (Leroy et al. 2023a),
where it is most relevant. In this case, the total gas surface
density is calculated by combining the molecular surface
density with an atomic gas surface density that is assumed to
exponentially decline from a maximum value of 10 Me pc−2

with a scale length of 3.6 kpc. The integrated mass of atomic
gas then equals the value estimated for this galaxy (Leroy et al.
2021a). When the atomic gas component is included, the gas
velocity dispersion is assigned a value of
7 km s−1 (e.g., Leroy et al. 2008).
Supplementing this set of measured gas properties, in each

hexagonal 1 kpc mega-table aperture we also use the tabulated
stellar mass surface density and the stellar scale height, z0,
assigned uniquely to each galaxy according to an empirical
scaling relation between z0 and disk scale length (see Sun et al.
2020, and references therein).

3. The Measurements

3.1. The Characteristic Filament Separation Length

3.1.1. Identifying Filaments

As our goal is to examine consistency within structure
formation through gravitational instability, to analyze the
JWST images we use an approach most sensitive to the
filamentary features deemed most likely to be consistent with
fragmentation. Filaments are identified using FilFinder (Koch
& Rosolowsky 2015). For this pilot study, we have chosen to

Table 1
Properties of the Four Targeted Galaxies

IC 5332 NGC 628 NGC 1365 NGC 7496

Distance (Mpc) 9.0 9.8 19.6 18.7
i (deg) 27 9 55 36
PA (deg) 74 21 201 194
log stellar mass (Me) 9.67 10.34 10.99 10.0
log SFR (Me yr−1) −0.39 0.24 1.24 0.35

Σmol (Me pc−2)a 0.5 (0.3–1.4) 11.2 (5.8–19.3) 8 (3.0–59.0) 7.4 (2.0–17.8)
σmol (km s−1)a 1.25d 4.7 (3.9–5.5) 8.7 (3.5–23) 4.3 (3.4–6.2)
Σmol/Σatomic

b

λT (pc)a 1523 (594–2678) 9638 (4584–14367) 5397 (625–8107) 37782 (4504–39725)
λJ (pc)

c 673 (404–906) 590 (445–708) 1145 (712–1603) 742 (529–966)
λfil (pc)

d 660 (420–888) 388 (335–437) 1051 (647–1285) 547 (434–652)

Notes. Distances from the compilation of Anand et al. (2021). Stellar masses and star formation rates (SFR) determined by Leroy et al. (2021b). Position angles and
inclination angles from Lang et al. (2020) where available and Leroy et al. (2021b) for IC 5332.
a The mean of the values measured in all hexagonal apertures (see Section 2.2) sampling the analysis region. Indicated ranges denote the 16th and 84th percentiles of
the measurements.
b The mean of the values measured in all hexagonal apertures (see Section 2.2) assuming a fixed gas scale height h = 100 pc. Indicated ranges denote the 16th and
84th percentiles of the measurements.
c The mean of all radially binned azimuthal spacings measured for IC 5332 and NGC 628 or the mean of all azimuthally binned radial spacings in NGC 1365 and
NGC 7496, as plotted in Figure 3. Indicated ranges denote the 16th and 84th percentiles of the measurements.
d A single global value is chosen for the analysis (see text).
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apply FilFinder as uniformly as possible, with minimal tuning
of the input parameters from galaxy to galaxy. This is to
emphasize the similarity of the main filamentary features both
throughout a given galaxy and between targets. Future studies
may find it useful to optimize FilFinder’s input parameters on a
galaxy-by-galaxy or region-by-region basis, for in-depth
characterizations of filaments, small bubbles and other shell-
like features.

The input parameters are initially tuned using the prominent
filament features in NGC 628 as the prototype. Extracted
features are selected to have widths not below 50 pc (roughly
three resolution elements at the distance of NGC 628) and
lengths not below 100 pc, although in the two most distant
barred galaxies, NGC 1365 and NGC 7496, this minimum
length is increased to 500 pc, selected to avoid mildly resolved
clumps, which are not the focus of this work. With these
parameters, many visibly long filaments in all four of the
targets are segmented by FilFinder, but the identified structures
are suitable for our goal of measuring the spacing of structures
rather than characterizing their individual lengths or
geometries.

The number and basic footprints of identified structures are
found to be surprisingly robust to modest changes in the
primary FilFinder parameters, with some small changes in
filament edges possible. Indeed, applying FilFinder on multiple
scales to the full suite of MIRI images for NGC 628, Thilker
et al. (2023) find that the filaments in FilFinder masks are
largely stable below 100 pc scales, implying that changes in
FilFinder parameters lead to identification of mostly compar-
able structures on these scales.

FilFinder is slightly more sensitive to the choice of intensity
threshold above which filaments are selected, which typically
depends on the structures of greatest interest in a given map,
such as faint interarm filaments or brighter spiral features. To
lend objectivity to this choice, in this work FilFinder is applied
to “unsharp mask” versions of the original images, created as
the difference between the native image and a smoothed
version calculated via Gaussian convolution with a sigma of
1 1 (10 image pixels or roughly three resolution elements, i.e.,
adopting a fixed angular rather than physical smoothing scale).
This strategy was found to be an effective way to remove the
need for varying thresholds within and between galaxies (due
to underlying (radial) intensity gradients) while also enhancing
the contrast of low-brightness interarm filaments often found in
interarm regions. The enhanced appearance of filaments in
these images also makes it easier to inspect the physical
structures identified in the FilFinder masks. (With selective
tuning of the intensity threshold, however, FilFinder returns
similar filaments when applied to the native images.)

For these “unsharp mask” images, the global threshold for
filament identification was chosen to retrieve the visually
prominent filamentary features and avoid other elongated
chain-like structures and knots sometimes present within
larger-scale voids, i.e., tracing obscured star formation. The
“unsharp mask” threshold level is set to 0.03 MJy sr−1 in
NGC 628, IC 5332, and NGC 7496. In NGC 1365, the thresh-
old is raised to 0.2 MJy sr−1 to avoid selecting substructures in
the principal filamentary features of interest.

It should be noted that unsharp masking reduces the
appearance of structure below the chosen smoothing scale, θ.
However, our testing suggests that this is less important for the
identified filaments than the chosen FilFinder parameters.

Variations in the unsharp mask smoothing scale tend to prompt
changes in two primary features: the widths of structures
remaining in the unsharp mask image and the brightness level
of the features. For example, reducing the smoothing scale
from θ1 to θ2 results in structures that are narrower versions of
the structures in the θ1 map and that are also slightly lower in
brightness. The θ2 maps can also show an increased number of
clumps and short segments detached from the main web (i.e.,
which were below the θ1 smoothing scale). For the purposes of
selecting the filaments that build the main web network,
however, FilFinder’s adaptive threshold scale and axis ratio
parameters can be chosen to avoid clumps in the θ2 maps.
Provided the adaptive threshold scale and brightness threshold
parameters are also adjusted to match the new properties of the
narrower filaments in the θ2 map, we have found that FilFinder
returns a very similar set of structures as in the nominal θ1 case.
This is consistent with previous results, where FilFinder
recovered high signal-to-noise structure for reasonable ranges
of input parameters (Koch & Rosolowsky 2015; Green et al.
2017).
Figures 1 and 2 show the FilFinder filament mask calculated

from the MIRI image for each target. Without considerable
tuning, FilFinder returns masks that more than adequately
capture the filaments of interest, on tens to hundreds of parsec
scales, and avoid knots of obscured star formation in voids and
along the filaments themselves. It should be noted that there are
filaments or other elongated structures which lie at a lower
intensity level than the spatially extended web-like structure
that is the focus of this work. Those objects, which tend to be
shorter or narrower than our selected FilFinder filaments, do
not contribute to the visually striking filamentary web and are
assumed to originate with a different mechanism. We avoid
those objects to provide a clean test for the formation of the
main web.

3.1.2. Measuring Characteristic Spacings

The filamentary features of interest in the MIRI images of
our four targets exhibit interesting patterns in their lengths,
orientations, and separations. In this section we wish to obtain a
preliminary assessment of the basic structure in these images
and focus only on filament separations.
The filaments in all targets are elongated in both the radial

and azimuthal directions, but visually the filaments in the two
barred galaxies, NGC 7496 and NGC 1365, are oriented more
in the azimuthal direction than the filaments in NGC 628 and
IC 5332. In practice, this means the separation between
neighboring filaments is mostly radial in the first two cases
and azimuthal in the latter two cases. The filaments in
NGC 628 and IC 5332 also tend to increase in both separation
and length, moving outwards in galactocentric radius. Within
the context of disk fragmentation, the relative sizes of radial
and angular fragmentation scales can yield insight into the
triggers of gravitational instability (Meidt 2022). However, the
covariance of radial and azimuthal spacings and filament
lengths is beyond the scope of the present work, and we
proceed with the simplest possible spacing measurement for
each target, given the typical orientation of the observed
filaments. We thus measure either the azimuthal separation
between filament features at a given radius, in NGC 628 and
IC 5332, or the radial separations between filaments at a given
azimuth, in NGC 1365 and NGC 7496. Our approach,
described below, misses a direct characterization of the quasi-
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periodicity visible in the images, but the determination of, for
example, Fourier power spectra might be fruitful in future.

To measure the azimuthal spacings of filaments in the
FilFinder masks, we first divide the masks into a series of
narrow elliptical annuli projected onto the sky plane at the
orientation of the galaxy (see Table 1). The width of the annuli
is chosen to be one resolution element or 3 px in the MIRI
images (15 pc at the distance of NGC 628). Then, we find the
azimuthal sites of intersection between the filaments in the
mask and each ring. All filament mask objects that intersect the
ring with fewer than a threshold of Npix= 5 px are ignored.
These are assumed to be physically uninteresting for the
present study. Once the positions of all remaining filaments are
recorded, we determine the difference between each pair of
neighboring filament–ring intersections in a given ring. Finally,
we measure the mean and standard deviation of angular
separations between filament mask objects in each ring.

Given our choice of a relatively fine bin width, a given
filament tends to appear in a number of neighboring annuli
(depending on the length of the filament). This makes the
number of filament–ring intersections per ring mostly stable
from ring to ring, given that, in a given radial zone, the
filaments are overall fairly uniform in width and length. But
there are some variations that reflect the finite lengths of
filaments and their diverse shapes and widths. Large variations
in filament properties might require a change in the adopted
Npix. For now, we let that information contribute to the mean
angular distance between filaments and how it varies as a
function of galactocentric radius. We adopt a final radial
averaging and measure the mean angular separation in every 20
radial bins, i.e., in 300 pc wide annuli.

It is worth noting that this approach does not measure the
spacings between spur features adjacent to the spiral arms.
These features contribute typically only one major intersection
per annulus, which otherwise predominantly sample filaments
at locations away from the spiral arms.

To measure the radial spacings of the ring-like filaments in
the FilFinder masks for NGC 1365 and NGC7496, a similar
procedure is adopted but now the masks are divided into 1°
wide azimuthal segments rather than annuli. In each azimuthal
segment, the radial intersection between the filaments in the
mask and the segment is sought, omitting any intersections
consisting of less than Npix= 5. Finally, the mean and standard
deviation of the nearest-neighbor separations are calculated. To
modestly account for the possibility of radial variation in the
radial spacings, segments are analyzed in two pieces,
R< 2.5 kpc and R> 2.5 kpc. In each of these radial zones we
obtain a single representative measure of the filament radial
spacing by taking the average of the spacings measured across
a limited range of azimuths, where the filamentary features
under consideration are most visible (away from the bar ends).

3.2. Estimating the Turbulent Jeans Length and the Toomre
Length

We wish to compare the measured filament spacings with
basic predictions for the characteristic fragmentation scale
in rotating gas disks. The well-known Toomre length
(Toomre 1964),
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is the smallest scale stabilized by rotation in a two-dimensional
(2D) rotating disk, and is typically hundreds of parsecs to a few
kiloparsecs. We determine λT at the locations of the mega-table
hexagonal apertures (see Section 2.2) for each galaxy using the
observed gas surface density and an estimate for the radial
epicyclic frequency,
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derived from an analytical fit to the observed rotation curve
(Lang et al. 2020). Here, Ω= Vc/R, with Vc being the circular
velocity (see Section 2.2).
We also compare with the most unstable 2D wavelength,
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which marks where the growth of instabilities is most rapid,
positioned above the 2D Jeans length λJ,2D (where growth is
infinitely slow). In this expression, σ is the turbulent plus
thermal velocity dispersion in the gas (following
Chandrasekhar 1951).
Fragmentation occurs at λ2D, subject to the condition that the
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When the disk is stable and Q 1, estimates for λ2D exceed λT.
Since rotation entirely prevents growth at and above λT, this
scenario underlines the 2D stability predicted by Q 1.
Accounting for the three-dimensional (3D) nature of gas

disks, the turbulent Jeans length (Jeans 1902),
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is predicted to be the more natural scale for fragmentation at the
midplane in rotating gas disks (Meidt 2022). The relation to
λ2D in this expression is written in terms of the gas fraction
fg= ρ/(ρ+ ρb), where ρb is the background density. Three-
dimensional instability can occur on this scale even when
rotation is predicted to lead to 2D stability with Q> 1. The
presence of rotation slightly lengthens gravitationally unstable
fragments (Meidt 2022), but the Jeans length serves as a good
lower bound on the 3D fragmentation scale.
In the molecular disks of nearby galaxies, the turbulent Jeans

length is typically on the order of tens to hundreds of parsecs,
systematically smaller than λ2D. In some scenarios, λJ
approaches or exceeds λT, i.e., when the Toomre criterion is
not satisfied (Q 1; see Equations (3) and (5)), signaling that
only 3D instability may be possible.
With constraints from PHANGS–ALMA for the gas surface

density and turbulent velocity dispersion, estimating λJ
throughout each galaxy requires a determination of the gas
volume density and thus the vertical scale height. Where
possible we do this in two ways: either assuming a uniform 100
pc scale height (i.e., the height of the MW disk; Heyer &
Dame 2015) or solving for the scale height required for
hydrostatic equilibrium in the presence of self-gravity and a
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background potential, i.e.,

( )òr= -  F
dP

dz
dz, 6z

2

in terms of the gas pressure P= ρσ2 and total gravitational
potential Φ that obeys Poisson’s equation ∇2Φ= 4πG(ρ+ ρb).

Assuming that the gas is isothermal and follows a Gaussian
vertical distribution ( ( ))r µ -z hexp 22 2 with scale height h
(such that r pS = h2 ), and making the typical assumption
that the vertical terms dominate Poisson’s equation, this can be
written as the approximation
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yielding the following quadratic equation to solve for h:
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For this work, the background is assumed to be dominated
by the underlying stellar distribution, omitting the contribution
from atomic gas and the dark-matter halo (unless otherwise
specified). This may lead to overestimation of the gas scale
height and Jeans length determinations, but should be suitable
for the preliminary estimates presented in this work. Following
Sun et al. (2022), the stellar volume density is estimated from
the observed stellar mass surface density together with the
galaxy’s empirically assigned stellar scale height. The gas scale
heights estimated for our four targets lie typically in the range
30 to 100 pc and exhibit a modest amount of radial variation.
Replacing the nominal velocity dispersion with the conserva-
tive σgas∼ 11 km s−1 (following Leroy et al. 2008), brings this
to a typical value of 100 pc on average. Using either scale
height, the midplane gas volume density is calculated as

( )r p= S h2 , assuming a Gaussian vertical distribution.

4. Results

Figure 3 plots the JWST filament spacing measurements for
each of the four galaxies together with estimates for the
Toomre length and the Jeans length in the studied regions plus
the two other reference lengths h and λ2D. The vertical error bar
on each measurement shows the average standard deviation of
spacings in each 300 pc wide radial bin in the upper two panels
or within the 1° wide azimuthal segments in the lower two
panels. In the case of radial spacings, the height of the
horizontal bars spanning the two radial zones R< 2.5 kpc and
R> 2.5 kpc shows the standard deviation of the averages.

The Toomre length, the Jeans length, the scale height h, and
the most unstable 2D length λ2D, which are shown as blue,
gray, red, and hatched purple bands, respectively, are
determined where possible using PHANGS–ALMA CO as a
gas dynamics tracer. The width of each band highlights the full
spread in values at a given radius arising with azimuthal
variations in the observed gas properties. Two additional
hatched bands included in the case of IC 5332 show the Jeans
and Toomre lengths when an atomic gas component is included
(see Section 2.2). The purple band for λ2D is shown with
hatching as an indication that, given the estimated λT, structure
would only form at λ2D as long as Q does not exceed unity.

For reference, the low side of each gray shaded zone
(showing the Jeans length estimates) originates with the higher-
surface-density regions at each radius (e.g., in spiral arms),
while the upper side of each band is more representative of

lower-density (interarm) regions. These gray bands would
steepen and slightly shift up (by less than 0.2 dex in the case of
NGC 7496 and NGC 1365 and by as much as ∼0.3–0.5 dex in
NGC 628) with an alternative global gas velocity dispersion
σgas= 11 km s−1 (Leroy et al. 2008), which is a factor of 2–3
higher than our fiducial values on average. The scale height
chosen to calculate λJ makes a comparable change to the
estimated Jeans lengths.
In all cases, the filament spacings fall very near the Jeans

length and agree less well with the other reference lengths,
although the Toomre and Jeans lengths are often similar (as
considered later in Section 5). Consistent with the visual
impression from the maps, filaments tend to modestly increase
in separation, moving outwards in galactocentric radius. A
similar behavior is typical of the Jeans length in these targets,
given observed gas properties.
Like the Jeans lengths, the scale height and λ2D also tend to

modestly increase with R but consistently fall below or above
the measured spacings, respectively. (In nonfully self-gravitat-
ing gas disks like those studied in the local universe here, h is
everywhere systematically smaller than λJ, while λ2D> λJ.) As
discussed more below, the structure that forms through the
expansion of feedback-driven bubbles (and conceivably a
number of other processes) should appear preferentially on or
below scales near the disk scale height, which is a natural and
imposed length scale for the system. The gas scale height
would need to be ∼500 pc to match to the observed filament
spacings, a highly atypical value for atomic or molecular gas
inside 10 kpc (e.g., Heyer & Dame 2015). The 2D length λ2D
would be more easily brought into agreement with the observed
spacings, requiring velocity dispersions 1.8 times lower than
the values adopted in this work (which are already conserva-
tively low) or surface densities higher by a factor ∼3. However,
no structure would be able to form at λ2D where Q exceeds
unity, as indeed appears to be the case throughout most of the
gas disks of all four targets (Figure 4), as can also be inferred
from our finding that typically λ2D λT.
The atomic gas component, which is minimal across the

MIRI field of view in all targets in this work except IC 5332, is
expected to yield minimal change to the estimated Jeans or
Toomre lengths for NGC 628, NGC 1365, and NGC 7496
shown in Figure 3. However, in other less molecule-rich targets
and regions, it can be an important contribution to the gas self-
gravity and hence influential for disk stability. Since we lack
precise observational constraints on the atomic gas surface
density and velocity dispersion for NGC 1365 and NGC 7496,
we do not make a quantitative assessment of stability including
the atomic gas here. Instead we note that, adopting representa-
tive values for the atomic gas surface density (10 Me pc−2;
Bigiel & Blitz 2012) and velocity dispersion (σ= 11 km s−1;
Leroy et al. 2008), Q is on average 1.5–2 times larger in the
atomic gas than in the molecular gas and the atomic gas Jeans
length is near ∼1 kpc, similar to the Jeans lengths estimated
here. This is consistent with the expectation that the molecular
and atomic components of the gas are dynamically well mixed,
such that instability takes place in a mix of gas (not only the
molecular gas), but preferentially at high density often traced
by the molecular phase.

5. Discussion

The filamentary structure on 200–500 pc scales studied in
this work presents an interesting inconsistency with basic
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expectations for structure formation through gravitational
instability or star formation feedback.

5.1. Filaments as a Product of Gravitational Instability

Traditional theoretical arguments for the development of
gravitational instability in rotating disks (e.g., Toomre 1964;
Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965) predict that rotation slows the
growth of structures forming on scales λ> λJ,2D (with slowest

growth on the smallest scales) and entirely suppresses
fragmentation above the Toomre length (Equation (1)). The
result is a preference for fragmentation on the intermediate-
scale λ2D coinciding with the Toomre threshold Q=
σκ/(πGΣ)= 1.
In the disks of the present target sample, λ2D lies near or

above λT, which occurs when Q 1 (see Equation (4)). Indeed,
the gas disks here (like most gas disks in nearby galaxies)
already appear to be generally Toomre stable (see Figure 4;

Figure 3. Comparison between the spacings measured for filaments detected by FilFinder (black) and estimates for the Jeans length, Toomre length, most unstable 2D
wavelength, and gas scale height (gray, blue, red, and purple hatched regions) in (clockwise from top left) NGC 628, IC 5332, NGC 7496, and NGC 1365. In
NGC 628 and IC 5332 the average azimuthal filament spacings in 300 pc wide (projected) radial bins are shown. In NGC 1365 and NGC 7496, the average radial
filaments spacings in two radial zones, R < 2.5 kpc and R > 2.5 kpc, are shown. The dark gray bar depicts the Jeans length estimated (where possible) using a
determination of the equilibrium gas scale height shown in red (see Section 3.2), while the light gray band shows the range of values implied adopting a fixed 100 pc
scale height. The light blue band traces the range in Toomre lengths estimated for each gas disk. The purple band shows the value estimated for λ2D where 2D
structure preferentially forms as long as Q does not exceed unity. Note that, given the estimated λT, these λ2D estimates would all coincide with Q > 1, disfavoring
structure on this scale (see Equation [1]). Additional hatched light gray and light blue bands for IC 5332 show, respectively, the Jeans length (forward hatch) and
Toomre length (backward hatch) when an atomic gas component is included, assuming a constant h = 100 pc.
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Leroy et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2022). This makes 2D
fragmentation near λ2D or any scale above λT highly unlikely.

In this case, the structure on scales below λ2D but above or
near toλT found in this work would suggest that fragmentation
may be occurring in a mode in which factors are active that
reduce the influence of rotation in favor of gravity. For
example, in magneto-Jeans instability magnetic forces can act
to counter the stabilizing influence of rotation (Elmegreen 1987;
Kim & Ostriker 2001). However, this is most effective in
diffuse ISM phases where the Alfvén speed is high compared
to turbulent plus thermal velocity dispersion. In cold neutral
gas with characteristic high densities and equilibrium pressures
(Sun et al. 2020), the Alfvén speed is low and magnetic forces
will mostly act as a source of stability (Kim & Ostriker 2001),
disfavoring structures near λJ,2D and lowering the stability
threshold. Given the Q values estimated for these targets
(Figure 4) magnetic forces would even more strongly disfavor
2D fragmentation near λ2D.

Turbulent dissipation (Elmegreen 2011) has been proposed
as an avenue for shifting (and possibly removing) the Toomre
condition that can also lead to growth below λ2D. Taking into
account thickness, the stability threshold in 2D rotating gas
disks with dissipation shifts to Q∼ 2, allowing for weak
instability above Q= 1. The instability in this dissipation-
assisted regime is characterized by a fastest growing length that
shifts to smaller scales as Q increases, though with growth rates
that are typically an order of magnitude lower than
when Q< 1.

Another way that gravity has been shown to gain a strong
hold over rotation is in a fully 3D scenario, including the
additional degrees of freedom associated with the third
(vertical) direction (Meidt 2022). Accounting for the perturbed
vertical pressure and gravitational forces absent from 2D
treatments, 3D fragmentation can be triggered even where 2D
fragmentation is suppressed, subject to a modified stability

threshold:
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or roughly Q= 2, again writing fg= ρ/(ρ+ ρb). The 3D
structures that form in this scenario are able to grow rapidly, as
fast as Toomre instabilities, down to scales λJ λ2D (taking
into account the smaller scale height in the presence of a
background potential with density ρb, as in Equation (5);
Meidt 2022). Even where the disk is stabilized in 2D by
rotation at and above λT, 3D instability can occur near λJ up to
the threshold QM= 1, where λJ≈ λT (see Equation (9)).
From this perspective, the observed gas structures on

hundreds of parsec scales suggests that disk fragmentation
can indeed occur in a mode in which shear plays little
role compared to pressure and gravity, as predicted
(Elmegreen 1987, 2011; Kim & Ostriker 2001; Meidt 2022).
Rotation could nevertheless be important for regulating the
formation of structure on larger scales.
Previously, Jeans-scale fragmentation has been proposed for

describing the spacing of clumps in low-shear spiral-arm
filaments (Elmegreen et al. 2018). For the filaments that form a
disk-wide network and originate with disk fragmentation, the
next levels of fragmentation might be scale dependent and
ending at the thermal Jeans length, according to dissipation and
the scale dependence of turbulence (as observed in MW
filaments; e.g., Mattern et al. 2018) and also sensitive to
stability in the new filamentary geometry (e.g., Nagasawa 1987;
Freundlich et al. 2014). The internal kinematics of these
structures should be studied in order to probe how subsequent
fragmentation can proceed, eventually leading to star forma-
tion. In this context we note that, although the formation of
small-scale filamentary structures through disk fragmentation
may not be sensitive to shear, they are not necessarily
insensitive to galactic orbital motions: the growth rates of 3D
fragments still depend on shear (Meidt 2022) and the turbulent
velocity dispersion responsible for the gas pressure that
counters self-gravity partially reflects (orbital) motion in the
galactic potential in equilibrium (Meidt et al. 2018; Sun et al.
2020). Structures formed through 3D disk fragmentation may
thus not be kinematically decoupled from their host galaxy.

5.2. Filaments in Relation to Feedback

As alluded to already in Section 4, the filamentary structure
evident in the MIRI images is spaced with a characteristic scale
that is 1–1.5 orders of magnitude larger than the disk scale
height. Often spatially coincident with these filaments, there is
an abundance of rich structure evident on smaller scales, with
shell-like and clumpy morphologies (Watkins et al. 2023), that
can be linked to directly to star formation (Barnes et al. 2023;
Watkins et al. 2023). Indeed, the MIRI-traced filamentary web
harbors 75%–80% of H II regions and 60% of star clusters
younger than 5Myr in NGC 628 (Thilker et al. 2023).
The planned detailed studies of star formation feedback

leveraging the full multiwavelength PHANGS data set will be
key for understanding how feedback-driven structures form and
evolve and interact with structures that are primarily dynamical
in origin. We propose that the scale height is a useful reference
for distinguishing gas structures that are dynamical in origin
from those that are feedback driven. Theory and numerical
simulations predict that many bubbles driven by supernovae

Figure 4. Kernel density estimate of histograms of Toomre Q values for the gas
in the four target galaxies calculated from observed gas properties across each
CO-emitting disk. The dashed (solid) red line for IC 5332 shows the Q values
estimated with (without) an atomic gas component.
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feedback can stall at or below h (whether in an energy- or
momentum-driven regime; Mac Low & McCray 1988; Kim
et al. 2017; Fielding et al. 2018; Orr et al. 2022) and even the
bubbles that do break out of the plane may expand only slightly
beyond h (considering that wind momentum goes to driving a
vertical outflow rather than to in-plane expansion; see Orr et al.
2022). Consistent with this expectation, the catalog of bubble
candidates in NGC 628 morphologically identified in the MIRI
images and visually matched with a stellar counterpart
(Watkins et al. 2023) have average radii 20–30 pc, just at the
scale height estimated here (see Figure 3), although they can
reach as large as 550 pc. In total, 60% of the bubbles identified
in NGC 628 have radii below 1h and ∼90% are within 2h.

With some exceptions (like the “Phantom Void”;Barnes
et al. 2023), many of the feedback-driven shells traced by
MIRI appear to be stalling at or near the scale height,
supporting the idea that structures present on larger
scales (with separations >100 pc) are mostly dynamical in
origin.

In this light, we speculate that the structure originating
with dynamical factors like disk fragmentation and shear
acts as a scaffold that organizes star formation and
feedback, which then shapes the large-scale structure and
influences the process of disk fragmentation. Feedback acts
not only to break up fragments (e.g., most clearly in
NGC 7946 and NGC 628; see also Barnes et al. 2023;
Watkins et al. 2023), but serves as a coordinated source of
perturbations that stimulate further fragmentation. From the
visual appearance of the four targets studied here, and
taking the present distribution of star formation as
representative of the time-averaged activity in the recent
past, star formation seems to prompt fragmentation with
both radial and azimuthal components (e.g., NGC 628 and
NGC 7496). In contrast, ring-like fragmentation may be
sustainable in the absence of star formation or other sources
of azimuthal perturbations (e.g., within the bar in
NGC 1365). Studies in a greater number of targets will be
important for recognizing how certain types of perturbations
(local feedback versus underlying large-scale patterns) act
to trigger disk fragmentation with different radial and
azimuthal properties.

5.3. A Characteristic Scale?

Spatial power spectra (e.g., Elmegreen & Scalo 2004;
Grisdale et al. 2017; Koch et al. 2020) can be expected to
provide an indispensable view of the rich multiscale web of
gas structures created by gravitational instability and feedback
visible in the MIRI images. However, the large-scale structure
of the galaxy and the resolution of the observations can
masquerade as characteristic features in power spectra (Koch
et al. 2020). The high spatial resolution of the MIRI data are
crucial for testing whether there are genuine features in the
power spectra associated with the scale height as previously
proposed (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2000; Elmegreen et al. 2001;
Dutta et al. 2009; Combes et al. 2012). Characteristic Jeans-
scale filamentary structure may also leave an imprint on the
shape of a power-law power spectrum, but given that the
structure follows a preferred radial–azimuthal organization,
this signature is perhaps best recovered with a non-Cartesian
(non-sky-plane) coordinate system. Spatial variation in the
Jeans length and scale height also calls for radial and/or

azimuthal segmentation of the input maps (e.g., Elmegreen
et al. 2001).

6. Summary

High-resolution JWST/MIRI images of PAHs coupled to
the cold dense gas in galaxies provide a record of the
dynamical processes that shape the way gas is structured and
organized across scales. This study, combined with the work
ofWatkins et al. (2023) and Barnes et al. (2023), suggests that
a combination of feedback from star formation and large-scale
disk dynamics are important for organizing the gas into a web
of bubbles, filaments, and voids present on tens to hundreds of
parsec scales in the MIRI images.
In an initial sample of four galaxies, we focus on the subset

of filamentary gas structures that most closely resemble the
“giant filaments” observed in the MW (see Hacar et al. 2022,
and references therein). These structures are remarkable for
their quasi-regularity (in length, width, orientation, and
spacing) and their ubiquity, appearing not only over large
regions in the individual targets but also in galaxies with
diverse morphologies, star formation rates, gas contents, and
rotational properties.
We present a pilot study of the characteristic spacings

between the observed filamentary gas structures and find
that they are compatible with the local turbulent Jeans
length constrained by observations. In three of the four
targets where the ISM is molecule-dominated across the
MIRI field of view, the observed gas properties are traced in
the molecular phase, while in the molecule-poor IC 5332 the
gas properties are constrained from the combination of
molecular and atomic gas.
The observed filamentary structure is found on scales well

above the disk scale height, which might limit the sizes of
many feedback-driven structures (Mac Low & McCray 1988;
Orr et al. 2022), and is present even where the gas is Toomre
stable (see also Henshaw et al. 2020).
This may be a sign that the observed structure originates as

the product of 3D disk fragmentation predicted to occur on the
Jeans length at the midplane in rotating gas disks, i.e., regulated
by the balance between turbulent pressure and self-gravity,
without strong sensitivity to shear (Meidt 2022; and see, e.g.,
Elmegreen 1987, 2011; Kim & Ostriker 2006). In this context,
the good agreement between the observed filament spacings
and the Jeans length suggests the interesting possibility of
inferring the gas density and scale height from observed gas
structure.
The prominence of structure on the Jeans scale high-

lighted in this work also points to this as the fundamental
outermost scale of the process of hierarchical collapse that
leads to star formation. Indeed, the Jeans length is similar to
the characteristic separation length of regions measured
in the statistical reconstruction of the cloud life cycle
in these four targets and others (Kruijssen et al. 2019;
Kim et al. 2022).
Star formation also has its own observable impact on gas

structure (Barnes et al. 2023; Watkins et al. 2023). Future work
(i.e., leveraging the PHANGS combination of HST, JWST,
MUSE, and ALMA data) is necessary to study how feedback
coordinates with galactic dynamical processes to produce
multiscale gas structure.
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